
Cultural Tourism
AMCV 1550    Week 10    March 30, 2009



Exhibit opening: Art+History

JNBC   Tuesday 5:30-7:30



Urban Studies 
After Brown

Wednesday, April 1, 2009
at 7:30pm in Salomon 001

with refreshments served at 7pm

The Harriet David Goldberg ’56 Endowment 

and the Urban Studies Program present

for more information please contact Heather Parker at 
Heather_Parker@brown.edu or 401-863-2090

a panel discussion with former Urban Studies concentrators

Brian Bixby, Esq. (’74)

Burns & Levinson LLP 

Darrell Petit (’82)

Darrell Petit LLC

Matthew Soursourian (’08)

Policy Associate in Providence Mayor David Cicilline’s Office



Museums and web



What is the difference between 
availability and accessibility?  

Here you don’t merely create an online version of your physical 
presence but rather use tools and create platforms that make 
your collections easier to find, easier to navigate, and open for 
reflection, discussion, and personal meaning-making.  
Replicating bricks and mortar?  That’s availability.  Allowing 
users to interact with you and your collection, to take the helm 
in navigating and interpreting the collection?  That’s 
accessibility.  



Pros and cons: new media
Sharing authority - 
means the museum 
gives up authority 
(questions of expertise, 
etc.)

Lose ability to shape 
narrative

What role of “authentic 
objects”? 

What do you not do to 
put the time into this???

Increases access

Expands audiences

Supports teaching and 
learning

Improves documentation

Preserves collections



Papers

Memos

Exhibit texts















Exhibit Title

Neighborhood Tales: The Golden Age of Fox Point

Neighbor to Neighbor: The Cape Verdean 
Community of Fox Point

All in the Family: Stories of Cape Verdean Fox 
Point

Fox Point: The Anchor of a Cape Verdean 
Community, 1920-1940

Boa Vinda (is this the same in Crioulo?): 
Celebrating Cape Verdean Fox Pointers at Brown



Exhibit schedule



Exhibit 

Meet with Claire Andrade-
Watkins (schedule time at 

Wednesday: Post on the 
website: Group research/
exhibition paper, 3-4 pages 
outlining a section of the 
exhibit – what history is 
important for this topic? 
What artifacts are available? 
What images? What 2-3 
points need to be made? 

Friday: Core group meeting 
with Erin Wells, 2:00

Friday or Monday (?): 
Powerpoint presentations





Cultural Tourism





Massachusetts' Annual Travel Volume 
(2004)

• Total person trips: 31.2 million
• Domestic travel: 29.8 million
• International travel: 1.4 million
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46% of the 200 million US travelers include a 
cultural arts, heritage or historic activity on a 
trip of 50+  miles 

29% of travelers add extra time to their trip 
because of cultural activity or event 

35.3 million adults say that a specific arts, 
cultural or heritage event or activity influenced 
their choice of destination.

Visiting an historic community or building is 
the most popular - 31%

Visiting a museum - 24%

Visiting an art gallery - 15%

Seeing live theater - 14%



Cultural Tourists...

• spend more money 
than average

• are more likely to 
stay in a hotel, motel 
or B&B

• travel for longer 
periods of time

• more likely to have 
graduate degrees



What are they doing ?

 Recreational activities
 29%

 Shopping 34%

 Cultural/historical 
activities 24%

 National parks 10%



Economic Impact of Travelers on 
Massachusetts (2004)

• Direct spending: $12.46 billion
• State & local taxes: $808.1 million
• Jobs supported: 125,300
• Wages paid: $3.2 billion









Iowa town gets spicy: 
Salt and pepper 
shaker museum to 
hook visitors
TRAER, Iowa (AP) — Without the 
usual attractions to draw visitors, 
such as mountains, lakes or caves, 
this central Iowa community hope 
to spice up its image and shake 
loose some of the $5.4 billion 
generated by tourism in the state.

Instead of giving up hope, 
members of Traer Community 
Betterment got creative.

"We don't have any natural 
attributes that are going to draw 
people, so then the next stage is to 
look around and see what do we 
have that people might come and 
see," said Ellen Young, director of 
the non-profit organization.

The City Council approved $12,500 
in local option sales tax money to 
buy a collection. What they will get 
is more than 14,400 pairs of salt 
and pepper shakers assembled by 
Ruth Rasmussen of Traer....

The money will pay half the cost. 
The rest will come from matching 
funds from donations or grants....

Young said donations for the 
matching funds are coming along 
well. She is applying for grants as 
well. Once Traer Community 
Betterment buys the collection, the 
organization can look at building a 
museum.

Phyllis McKee, a pharmacist at 
NuCara Pharmacy, thinks 
Rasmussen's unique collection will 
be enough to divert motorists off 
U.S. Highway 63.





Miami Museum Park
Goals of Museum Park

    * Restore the park's waterfront land to public use
    * Revitalize downtown Miami and its surrounding neighborhoods
    * Build first-class educational and cultural resources for the 
region's residents and visitors
    * Affirm Greater Miamiʼs unique geographic position and cultural 
role
    * Strengthen the economy by contributing to tourism, the regionʼs 
number one industry

Museum Park: An Engine for Economic Development
Studies show that over the course of their first decade, MAM and the 
MMSP at Museum Park will have a $2 billion economic impact and 
will create 1,700 jobs in the community annually. This is a significant 
return on investment. 



Heritage Harbor Museum
original idea: 1984

2000: groundbreaking; 
$25 million bond issue 
turned down

2007: historic 
preservation 
development tax credits 
make possible scaled-
down version...

$48 million cost for 
phase 1



“Sustainable Tourism”

tourism that sustains or enhances the geographical 
character of a place—its environment, culture, 
aesthetics, heritage, and the well-being of its residents.



National Geographic 
Geotourism Charter

Integrity of place (emphasize the 
character of the locale)

Market selectivity (focus on market 
segments that appreciate it!)

Market diversity (appeal to wide 
market)

Tourist satisfaction 

Community involvement

Community benefit 

Protection and enhancement of 
destination appeal (Sustain natural 
and local culture; keep volume of 
tourists at acceptable levels)

Land use

Conservation of resources

Planning

Interactive interpretation (both 
visitors and hosts learn about the 
place; richer experience and pride)

Evaluation
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“By definition, the patrimony represents a vast collection of 
cultural assets, but these assets also have a huge economic 
value.  ... Historically, the economic value of the patrimony’s 
endowments has been given much less attention than its 
cultural significance.  Largely because of this limited 
recognition, policy makers and planners in developing countries 
have been little concerned, and little able, to activate and 
harvest the economic value of their country’s patrimony.  [World 
Bank] policy has come to unambiguously recognize this 
economic value.  It holds that the patrimony can become an 
auxiliary engine for generating economic growth and 
development.”

---2001



In the 19th and 20th centuries, the creation of national 
networks of monuments and protected archaeological sites 
served as an explicit tool of state-building.  They were 
tangible, landscape-bound visions of common heritage that 
distinguished the historical identity of a particular country 
from that of neighbouring and competitor states.  Tourism 
was a method of public education through which distinctive 
national biographies were conveyed.  

Silberman, “Sustainable Heritage: 

Then...



Now...

...the purely economic motivation has become a significant 
factor in itself:  All across the world, in recent decades, 
archaeological and other heritage sites by the hundreds if not 
thousands have been valorised, glamorized, and relentlessly 
merchandised by regions, municipalities, local communities, 
and even private management companies seeking to attract 
visitors and the prospects for economic development that they 
bring ...   In this effort, the raising of visitor revenues—rather 
than any particular interpretation—is often the chief motivation 
and the primary index of success.  



The ICOMOS Charter for the 
Interpretation and Presentation of 
Cultural Heritage Sites

1.  Facilitate understanding and appreciation of cultural 
heritage sites and foster public awareness of the need 
for their protection and conservation.

2.  Communicate the meaning of cultural heritage sites 
through careful, documented recognition of their 
significance, through accepted scientific and scholarly 
methods as well as from living cultural traditions. 

3.  Safeguard the tangible and intangible values of 
cultural heritage sites in their natural and cultural settings 
and social context.  



4.  Respect the authenticity of cultural heritage sites, by 
communicating the significance of their historic fabric and 
cultural values and protecting them from the adverse impact 
of intrusive interpretive infrastructure. 

5.  Contribute to the sustainable conservation of cultural 
heritage sites, through promoting public understanding of 
ongoing conservation efforts and ensuring long-term 
maintenance and updating of the interpretive infrastructure. 

6.  Encourage inclusiveness in the interpretation of cultural 
heritage sites, by facilitating the involvement of stakeholders 
and associated communities in the development and 
implementation of interpretive programmes.  

7.  Develop technical and professional standards for heritage 
interpretation and presentation...



“Authenticity”

Cultural integrity

Local

“Real”

“Document”

“Tell the truth”



Creative Economy



“Creative Economy”
Richard Florida, Rise of the Creative Class, 2002

creative capital theory

centers of the creative class “more likely to be economic 
winners”

3Ts: Technology, Talent and Tolerance: creative people 
prefer places that are “diverse, tolerant, and open to new 
ideas”

Concentration of creative capital leads to “higher rates of 
innovation, high-technology business formation, job 
generation and economic growth”














